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Alzheimer’s Association seeking early-stage volunteers 
The Alzheimer's Association® Greater 

Illinois Chapter is looking for individuals 

in the early stages of memory loss to  

participate in several volunteer  

opportunities. Options include working  

on an early stage advisory committee,  

advocacy, and speaking engagements at 

conferences and any of the organization’s 

17 Walk to End Alzheimer's® events.  

 

For more information or to nominate 

someone as an early stage volunteer, 

 contact Stephanie Herro 

at sherro@alz.org or 847.324.0392.  

By Gregory Bork Jr.  

In a past essay—Money Matters: Don’t 

Forget about Caregivers essay—this  

column focused on the financial concerns 

of caregivers. The fact of the matter is 

that the financial concerns of the 

‘Sandwich Generation’ are not unlike 

those of their aging parents who may be 

grappling with chronic illness. A critical 

need common to both generations is or-

ganization. Both aging parents and their 

adult children do well to prepare a full 

accounting of their financial affairs.  

One way to do this is annual preparation 

of a spreadsheet that captures both income 

and expenses as well as the valuation and 

allocation of all assets. Updated at least 

yearly, this document can serve as an  

effective measure of progress in achieving 

financial objectives or, alternatively, a 

warning sign of difficulties on the  

horizon. 

In addition, there is a need for  

accountability.  Especially in  

intergenerational financial affairs, there 

must be clarity about who is in charge. 

This understanding should be well  

documented in a durable power of  

attorney or a trustee agreement. If one 

adult child is asked to manage family  

financial affairs, there must be a clear  

understanding about this child’s  

accountability for keeping both parents 

and siblings in the loop. 

Some people are both equipped and  

motivated to manage financial affairs  

entirely on their own. Others elect to work 

with professional financial and tax  

advisors. Often, many family members 

are not well equipped to manage financial 

matters. When familiarity is lacking  

within a family, a skilled advisor can offer 

straightforward, accessible education . 

Professionals can organize data in ways to 

facilitate decisions, asking “Where are 

you with regard to your financial affairs?” 

For example, Responsible Investment 

Group prepares periodic reviews for  

clients that enumerate all of their  

investments, track the performance of 

these investments, categorize investments 

by asset classes and monitor the income 

generated by their accounts.  

Professionals can also offer  

accountability.  In this respect, the advisor 

can ask the question, “Who do you feel 

responsible for?” and “What do you need 

to do to secure your financial future?”  

A good financial advisor can make other 

contributions. One is to offer objectivity.  

Sometimes people are too close to their 

own affairs or those of family members. 

In such circumstances, people are in need 

of ‘insight from the outside.’ A good  

advisor can question hastily made  

decisions and buffer emotional responses 

that may not be sound for the long term. 

Such ‘hand holding’ is a role advisors 

often play during periods of financial  

crisis. 

Much of life arrives unexpectedly but 

many transitions are reasonably  

foreseeable. Annual meetings and ad hoc 

conversations with advisors can enable 

families to proactively ‘stay on top of 

transitions’ rather than allowing them to 

creep up. For example, some Alzheimer’s 

symptom progression may reasonably 

predict future nursing home placement.  

It is better to anticipate this placement and 

forecast funding alternatives than to wait 

until a crisis forces immediate action.  

In summary, many individuals with 

chronic diseases may be fully competent 

to play a central role in their financial 

affairs in the early stages but need to  

anticipate a future point in time when 

their capacities may diminish. Sometimes, 

but not always, adult children are both 

equipped and willing to step up to this 

role. Stepping up may involve adult  

children taking over without assistance or 

it may involve engagement with a  

financial advisor. It is imperative to  

address these issues in advance, no matter 
how unpleasant the conversation may be. 
Too many families regret not having  
attended to these issues. 

Securities and Advisory services offered through 
LPL Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor. 
Member FINRA/SIPC. 
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Join us for the 2014 Illinois Action  

Summit as we encourage our Illinois  

legislators to understand the importance of 

prioritizing Alzheimer’s disease among 

our States policies.  

 

Your presence and your voice provide the 

greatest opportunity to ensure that the 

needs of Alzheimer’s patients, family 

members and caregivers are  

addressed. Please consider taking the time 

to be a part of this critical movement!  

 

At the beginning of the Summit, you will 

be briefed on the Association’s policy  

priorities for 2014 and what messages we 

will ask advocates to carry to legislators 

throughout the afternoon. Strategies and 

tools for a successful visit will also be 

shared.  

 

Following lunch, we will host a Meet n’ 

Greet with Lt. Governor Sheila Simon in 

her Springfield office. This event provides 

an opportunity for you to engage your  

legislator in a fun and informal setting.  

 

We will also visit many other  

members of both the Illinois Senate and 

House of Representatives and you will 

have the chance to share your personal 

stories and ask for support for Alzheimer’s 

initiatives.  

 

Transportation to the Capitol will be  

arranged from a variety of locations. A 

small donation is requested to help cover 

lunch, snacks, transportation and all  

advocacy materials. 

 
To register for our 2014 Illinois Action 

Summit on Wednesday April 2nd, visit 

alz.org/Illinois. Following registration, you 

will receive an email confirmation and 

additional information as the day  

approaches.  

 

If you have any questions or would like to 

register by phone, please contact Jen 

Belkov at 847.779.6957.  

Join us: Illinois Action Summit April 2 

Legislators and Alzheimer’s advocates 

gather at the 2013 Illinois Action Summit 

Audio conferences are designed for those who 

aren’t able to attend a program outside the home 

or office. Once registered, callers will receive a  

toll-free phone number and instructions  

through the mail.  

 

Tuesday, February 11 

Asking for Help: Accessing the  

Supports You Need 

Melissa Tucker, Senior Manager, Helpline,  

Alzheimer’s Association, Greater Illinois Chapter 

 

One of the greatest burdens of caregiving is the sense that you 

are doing it all on your own.  Caregiving is isolating for many 

reasons—the overwhelming day-to-day demands make it  

difficult to seek out resources and find solutions.   

In addition, caregivers may have internal obstacles that inhibit 

them from accessing a support network. Explore ways to reach 

out for support, and the importance of sharing the journey with 

those who can help.  

 

Tuesday, March 11 

Music Therapy At Home, On Your Own 
 

Joyce A. Benton, Director, Evergreen Place 

Have you ever noticed when a certain song 

comes on the radio, it can transport you to a 

different time in your life or completely change 

your mood?  Music can be a powerful tool when 

caring for someone with dementia.  Let this 

session remind you of the simple ways to keep 

          music in your life as well as those in your care. 

 

 

All calls take place from noon to 1 p.m.  

on the specified dates.  

http://www.alz.org/Illinois


The Alzheimer’s Association® Greater 

Illinois Chapter is going strong with its 

new peer-to-peer mentoring program 

pALZ.  

This program, one of the first of its kind 

for Alzheimer’s, provides supportive  

resources for young adults facing an  

Alzheimer’s diagnosis in a family  

member or loved one.  

pALZ allows young people whose lives 

have been touched by dementia to benefit 

from the camaraderie and support of  

someone who has gone through a similar  

experience. 

In the pALZ program, mentors and 

mentees are matched by way of a program 

liaison who introduces the two. The nature 

of each relationship is discretionary and 

meors and mentees may communicate via 

phone, video chat, text message, email or 

in person. The program is meant for 

mentees to receive personal support and 

companionship.  

The Greater Illinois Chapter is currently 

seeking  pALZ mentees, and particularly 

mentors. In forming the program, the 

Greater Illinois Chapter recognized the 

importance of reviewing applications and 

providing training for those who wished to 

act as mentors. 

“The training will be an opportunity for 

the mentors to engage with one another 

and share common experiences that will 

aid them in forming supportive  

relationships with their mentees,” said 

Stephanie Herro, Senior Manager, Support 

Services. “pALZ mentors will be trained in  

techniques similar to those of our support 

group facilitators, learning about the  

potential dynamics of a mentoring  

relationship and how to manage any  

difficult situations.” 

For more information on the pALZ  

program and how to get involved, go to  

alzheimers-illinois.org/palz. 

The Alzheimer's Association Walk to End A 

lzheimer's® is the nation's largest event to raise 

awareness and funds for Alzheimer's care,  

support and research. Held annually in more than 

600 communities nationwide and 17 locations in 

the Greater Illinois Chapter region, this inspiring 

event calls on participants of all ages and abilities 

to reclaim the future for millions.  

 

Walk to End Alzheimer’s unites the entire  

community—family, friends, co-workers, social 

and religious groups and more---in a display of 

combined strength and dedication in the fight 

against this devastating disease.  

 

Sign up as a team or individual for one of several 

Illinois walks today by visiting alz.org/Illinois. 

Together, we can end Alzheimer’s disease, the 

nation’s sixth-leading cause of death.  

http://alzheimers-illinois.org/palz/
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